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“Summer
has a special
desire to help
these little
ones in a variety of ways.”

“The seasons change along about Easter time here, just the same as in other parts of the world in more
temperate zones and it’s the wind that signals the change. What has been for weeks and months a strong flow
from the north, gives way to the southerly breezes of the warm Indian Ocean and that most famous of all
currents, The Trade Winds. For centuries, ships have plied the northeastern routes even crossing the broadest
of all oceans on the Trades. And for centuries, the same have retraced their journeys late in the year when
Christmas hails the return of the northerlies and the vessels reach for the southwest once more. In an age
when diesel power thrusts ships onward, the winds bear little importance, but in the heart of the sailor.” -gk
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“Throughout
the villages, the people have used God’s
wonderful shell creations to make
their places so
nice.”

A ship for the sea and a sea for the ship and after that, another and another and another for sailing the
waters of our world is what is to be done provided one doesn’t want to become old and stale and boring like
most of man’s kind. And who, pray tell, in his right mind would want to be such? But then perhaps it is so
that sailing isn’t for everyone and everyone is not intended for the sea nor for ships, nor for sunrises and sunsets
by the thousands, day after day and nighttime skies ablaze with stellar light nor seas often calm and more
often, raging but always beautiful beyond word’s descriptions.”
—Memoirs of a Missionary, Glen Knight
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...Reaching people on the edge!

-

Email me:

glenknight.ph @outlook.com

“If one imagines for long, he might hear the cannon fire and the hustling feet of soldiers rushing along the
bulwarks in hastened defense of their bastion. The distance viewed by the mind’s eye would be filled with
ships of war laden to their lines by men and materiel ready to make landfall under a barrage of cannonade,
air laden with smoke and the stench of burnt sulphur. One could almost hear the shouts of commanders and
feel the fear of their men and hear the cries of their wounded. This would be Old Manila.” —gk

